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Carbon budget
CO2 emissions until we reach 1.5°C
Aggregate cumulative emissions lead to ultimate
temperature rise.
Therefore, they are limited if we want to limit temperature
rise.
Rapid drop, faster than what we achieved with COVID 19,
needed to keep below 1.5 and avoid expensive carbon
removal operation.

Fuss et al., 2020, One Earth https://doi.org/10.1016/j.oneear.2020.08.002
https://www.cicero.oslo.no/no/posts/klima/stylised-pathways-to-well-below-2c
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The production of materials causes 23% of global GHG emissions

Global GHG emissions from a value-chain perspective
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Hertwich (2020) https://doi.org/10.31235/osf.io/n9ecw
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Decarbonization of materials production is in the works
… but its commercialization is some way off

31 aug. 2020
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https://www.svt.se/nyheter/lokalt/norrbotten/stefan-lofven-ett-epokskifte-i-svensk-stalindustri
http://www.hybritdevelopment.com/

Long-term lock-in to existing, polluting technology

IEA 2020: Clean Energy Innovation
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#ResourceEfficiency4Climate
@UNEPIRP
@EmissionsGap

bit.ly/35Usl11

Report assesses seven crucial Material Efficiency Strategies
to reduce emissions
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IRP report focuses on high-relevance housing and cars as examples
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Other products
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amounts of
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Material Efficiency Strategies can reduce 35% of lifecycle
emissions from homes in G7 countries in 2050
G7 Countries

35%
life-cycle emissions
can be reduced
through ME
strategies.
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(a) MES=Material Efficiency Strategies
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MES can reduce 60% of lifecycle emissions from homes in China
and India in 2050
China and India

820Mt

60%
life-cycle
emissions can be
reduced through ME
strategies.
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Material cycle emissions
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More intensive use and recycling are the most important
strategies
Potential GHG savings from material efficiency strategies for homes in G7 (2016-2060)

GHG Emissions (Gt CO2 equ)
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Using less material by
design

Most of the strategies reduce
predominantly material
related emissions

use

• MoreProduct
lifetime extension and reuse
intensive use
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Icons/Freepik

•

*The reduction potentials shown
here are for strategy cascades, i.e.
implementing one strategy after the
other, therefore having synergetic
effects.

Some affect materials
and operational energy
use
‘More intensive use’
reduces materials and
heating/cooling needs
‘Material substitution’
(wood instead of cement)
can increase energy use
Ca. 20% cumulative savings
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Material Efficiency Strategies can reduce 30% of lifecycle
emissions from cars in G7 countries in 2050
30 Mt

G7 Countries

30%
life-cycle
emissions can be
reduced through ME
strategies.
1780 Mt

40 Mt

Material cycle emissions

25 Mt
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operational energy use
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Operational energy use
emission reductions

10 Mt
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2050 life-cycle emissions
with ME strategies
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Material Efficiency Strategies can reduce 35% of lifecycle
emissions from cars in China and India in 2050
China and India

110 Mt

60 Mt

490 Mt

35%
life-cycle
emissions can be
reduced through ME
strategies.

50 Mt
1530 Mt

Material cycle emissions
Emissions from
operational energy use

120 Mt
1040 Mt
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Material cycle emission
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2016 life-cycle
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2050 life-cycle emissions
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2050 life-cycle emissions
with ME strategies
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More intensive use, leaner vehicles and recycling are crucial
Potential GHG savings from material efficiency strategies for cars in G7 (2016-2060)
0
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Smaller, trip-appropriate vehicles
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Material substitution

•
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Ride-sharing

Most promising strategies
reduce materials AND
operational emissions through

Product
lifetime
Car-sharing
extension and reuse

•

Enhanced end-of-life
recovery and fabrication
yield
improvments
Enhanced
end-of-life

recovery and
Ride-sharing
fabrication yield improvements

• Reducing the number of
vehicles

•

Product
Car-sharing

• Making vehicles lighter

lifetime extension and

reuse
Material substitution

-8
Smaller, trip-appropriate
vehicles

-10
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Ca. 25% cumulative savings

*The reduction potentials shown here are
for strategy cascades, i.e. implementing
one strategy after the other, therefore
having synergetic effects.
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Icons/Freepik

Vision
Multifamily, wooden buildings as new construction, NZEB
Shared facilities
Shared fleets of vehicles of various sizes
Zero emissions material production from 203x

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Ladebekken_7_and_8.jpg
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Our response to COVID-19: A Threat to Resource Efficiency

• Increased automotive travel and
reduced use of public transport
• Purchase of larger private homes
in leavy suburbs or the country
side

• Hesitance to shared mobility
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Current material efficiency policies often lack a climate impact perspective and
climate policies often miss the material-efficiency perspective

Current material-related policies focus mostly
on end-of life landfill diversion

However, the design of houses and vehicles is
a key point of leverage for GHG impact
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Icons/Freepik

Policies that apply across sectors may be of equal importance

.

.

Government use of
building certification
systems

.

Green public
procurement

Cross-cutting
policies for
material
efficiency

Recycled
content
mandates

.

.

Virgin
material
taxation

Nationally Determined
Contributions (NDCs)

Removal of virgin
resource subsidies
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THANK YOU
Download the summary and other material at:

www.resourcepanel.org
https://environmentalfootprints.org/
For questions and engagement please contact edgar.hertwich@ntnu.no

